
Eyewitnesses have provided accounts of how the gunmen involved in yesterday's

Mumbai massacre landed undetected in the heart of the port city's bustling downtown

area.

At least some of the terrorists, said to be in their early twenties and armed with AK-47

assault rifles and hand grenades, landed on the coast of Mumbai's commercial and

entertainment neighbourhood in light and fast Gemini boats, powered by small

outboard motors.

These inflatable dinghies, according to Indian navy sources quoted by the Headlines

Today TV news channel, were launched from a larger vessel, the MV Alfa, which arrived

near Mumbai sometime yesterday and anchored offshore a distance from India's

financial capital.

Witnesses describe Mumbai attackers'
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According to TV reports, the navy seized one Gemini craft laden with ammunition, as

well as satellite phone, which could give vital clues about the attackers.

The navy, the news channel reported, became suspicious of the ship only on intercepting

wireless communications in the region after the lethal assault began around 9.40pm

(4.10pm GMT) last night.

By this time the vessel had left the vicinity of Mumbai. When first reported by the news

channel today, the MV Alfa was said to be off the Gujarat coast and heading towards

Pakistan. The navy was reported to be in pursuit of the ship, although this could not be

independently verified.

Indian TV news channels provided eyewitness accounts from people who saw the armed

attackers land in Mumbai.

"It was around 9.15 last night when I saw a speedboat with eight men on board come

close to the shore," a man told Times Now TV today. The man appeared to be a resident

of the Colaba fishermen's village, minutes away from the Taj Mahal, one of two luxury

hotels in Mumbai taken over by the terrorists.

"Six young men with large bags came ashore, after which the two who remained in the

boat started the outboard motor again and sped off," he added. "They were fair, chikna

(well-off) and looked around 20, 22, 25 years old. They said they were students. When

we tried to find out what they were doing, they spoke very aggressively, and I got

scared."

Two boys and an older woman from the same neighbourhood spoke to CNN-IBN.

"When we tried to talk to them, they rudely said, 'What do you want? Do your own

work', and walked away," the two boys said. "They were carrying large bags – one bag

was orange coloured."
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"They told me that they had come by sea from Kerala," the older woman added.

The Leopold Cafe, popular with foreign backpackers, which was the first target of the

terrorist strike, is also located close to the Colaba fishermen's village, as is Nariman

House, which was taken over by the gunmen and the first three floors of which are

occupied by Israeli tourists.

"There is no question that the armed men who landed in south Mumbai in the Gemini

boats came from a larger boat anchored off shore," said retired Rear Admiral Raja

Menon, a strategic affairs expert. "The larger boat left without waiting for the men to

return. The armed men were on a one-way ticket."
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